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THE REALIZATION OF ABSTRACT STRATIFIED SETS

BY HIROKO NATSUME

§ 1. Introduction.

It is well-known that n-dimensional differentiable manifolds can be realized
in the (2n + l)-dimensional Euclidean space.

Recently, R. Thorn and J. Mather have introduced the notion of abstract
stratified set, modelling after variety (manifold with singuralities). In this
paper, we shall realize n-dimensional stratified sets in the (2n + l)-dimensional
Euclidean space.

DEFINITION 1 ([1]). A stratification S for a subset V in RN is a locally
finite family of pairwise disjoint submanifolds X of RN, satisfying the follow-
ing conditions.

51. Each X^S lies in V, which is called a stratum of {V, S}.
52. Each point of V is contained in the interior of some stratum.
53. The frontier condition: for each stratum X, if a stratum Y intersects with
the closure X in V of X, then YdX.

If YaX, Y is said to be incident to X and we write Y<X or X>Y.
A topological space V with a stratification S is called a stratified set.

H. Whitney in [1] considered stratified sets with the following condition.
Whitney condition. For each pair of strata (X, Y) such that X>Y, if both

series of points {xx } in X and {y^ in Y converge to a point y in Y and the
line through xx and yx converges to some line / and the tangent space of X at
x% converges to some plane P, then iczP.

R. Thorn ([3]) and J. Mather ([2]), axiomatizing stratified set together
with a tubular neighbourhood system, introduced the following notion of
abstract stratified sets.

DEFINITION 2 ([2]). Let V be a subset of RN with a stratification S. A
family £Γ— {(Tx, πXί pχ)}χ^s is called a tubular neighbourhood system for
S, if it satisfies the following conditions:

Tl. Tx is an open neighbourhood of X in RN.
T2. πx: TX^X is a bundle such that there exists a bundle isomorphism
ψx'- Tx-^Bχ where Bx is the open unit ball bundle in an inner product bundle
over X.
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T3. px: TX-*[Q, 1) is the function defined by px(v)—\\φx(v)\\ for
T4. For F<X, ρY°πx(v)=pγ(v) for veίTxΓ\Tγ.

DEFINITION 3. Let V be a subset of RN with a stratification cS. A family
&={(Tχ, πx, pχ)}χ^s is called a closed tubular neighbourhood system, if Tx

is a closed tubular neighbourhood of X in i?^ and there exists a tubular
neighbourhood system 9?'={TZ, πx, px)}x&s for S such that TXZ)TX, πx\Tx

=πx and ^ x l T ^ ^ x for any X in £.

DEFINITION 4 ([2]). An abstract stratified set is a triple {V, S, £Γ} satis-
fying the following conditions.

Al. V is a Hausdorff, locally compact topological space with a countable
basis.
A2. S is a family of locally closed subsets of V such that V is the disjoint
union of members of S.
A3. Each stratum of {V, S, 2*} is a smooth mainfold.
A4. The family S is locally finite.
A5. The frontier condition: the same as S3 in Definition 1.

If YdX, Y is also said to be incident to X and we write Y<X or X>Y.
Aβ. £Γ is a family of triples {(Tx, πx, ρx)}Xς=s, where Tx is a closed neigh-
bourhood of X in V such that there exists an open neighbourhood TXZDTX of
X in V, πx is a continuous retraction of Tx to X and px is a non-negative
continuous function of Tx.
A7. X=p?(0).
A8. If Z > F , then the mapping TΓ^XX/^.X: TY>X->YX(0, OO) is a smooth

submersion, where T r > j r = T r Π ^ , πr> J S:=πr|7γ,x, ^ , ^ = ^ 1 7 ^ , ^ and the inverse
image of Fx(0, 1] by πγ,xXργ,x is equal to TYn^
A9. For arbitrary strata X, Y and Z, we have πz,Y°πY,x—πz,x and ρz,γ°πγ,χ
— pz.x whenever both sides of these equations are defined.

DEFINITION 5. We say that a stratified set {V, S, 2"} is equivalent to
{Vf, S', £Π} if the following conditions hold.
(1) V~V', S=S' and for each stratum X of S=S', the two smoothness struc-
tures on X are the same.
(2) If Z={(Tχ, πx, px)} and £Γ'={(Γi, πi, ^ ) } , then for each stratum X of
S, there exists a neighbourhood Tx of X in Txr\Tx such that pχ\TH=p'z\Tz

and πz\TZ=π'z\T'ί.
Now, we introduce the notion of the relization of abstract stratified sets as

follows:

DEFINITION 6. An abstract stratified set {V, S, 2} is called to be realized
in the Euclidean space RN if there is a homeomorphism F: V-^RN and an
equivalent abstract stratified set {V, S, 2'} to {V, S, 2*} satisfying the follow-
ing conditions:
(1) γ^FiV) is a stratified set with a stratification S^lFiX); XCΞS} and a
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closed tubular neighbourhood system

(2) For each triple (Tx, πx, px)^2', F is a diffeomorphism of Tx into
compatible with the retractions πx and πFίjn, that is, Foπx=πFiX^F.

(3) ρx=ρFίX)°F.

F is said to be a realization of {V, S, £Γ} in RN.

DEFINITION 7. Two realizations FQ and Fλ of {V, S, 2"} in RN are called
isotopic if there exists a realization H of {F, J, £Γ} x/ in i? i Y + 1 which satisfies
the following conditions:
(1) H(xf t)=(Ht(x), t) where Ht is a realization of {V, S, SΓ} in RN for each
fe[0, 1].
(2) HQ=Fo and i / . - F , .

Remark. We can define naturally a stratification on {F, £, £Γ} x/ with a
tubular neighbourhood system ([3]).

Our main result is the following.

THEOREM. Every paracompact abstract stratified set {V, S, 2} with dim V—n
can be realized in R2n+1 such that the image of the realization is the stratified
set satisfying the Whitney condition. All realizations of {V, S, £Γ} in RN are
isotopic if N^2n+2.

Remark 1. The dimension of V is the topological dimension.

Remark 2. More generally, every continuous mapping F from an n-
dimensional abstract stratified set {V, S, 2} into R2n+1 can be approximated by
a realization.

§ 2. Preliminary lemmas.

In this section, we prove several lemmas for the proof of the theorem.

LEMMA 1. Let π: E-*M be a fibre bundle with a compact manifold F as
the fibre, h a diffeomorphism of M onto Mr, S a sphere bundle of Mf and p the
projection of S to Mf. Suppose that dim S^2 dim E+2, then we have an embedding
h of E into S such that h°π=p°h. Moreover, such an embedding h can be
obtained by extending any given embedding h0: π'KA)-^ p~\h{A)) for a closed set
A in M with h°π=p°h0.

Proof. Let A be a closed set in M and h0 a given embedding defined on
π~\A) into p~\h{A)) with h°π—p°h0. Let U be an open set in M, and V a
compact set with VdU such that both fibre bundles π and p are trivialized
in U and h{U). Then, it is sufficient to prove that h0 can be extended to an
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embedding h of a closed set π~\Λ^JV). Let φ be a trivialization π~\U) =
and ^ a trivialization p-\h(U)) = h(U)xSn with n^dim 5—dim M. Define
£0: (τ4π^)X^ ?^5 7 1 by ko=p'°ψ° hs°φ~λ where p' is a natural projection from
h(U)xSn to Sn. Then £0 can be extended to a smooth map kλ on ί/xF be-
cause π3(Sn)=-ΰ for any 7<dim£. Moreover Thorn's transversality theorem
([4]) assures that kx can be approximated by a mapping k with k—k1 on
U π f / ) x F and satisfying the following conditions:
(1) The cross-section jλk is transverse to Σ where Σ is the subset in
P(UxF, Sn) consisting of the first jets of those mappings g which are of full
rank as mappings of F into Sn by fixing points of U.
(2) The mapping jokxjok is transeverse to Σx where Σx is the subset in
J°(UxF, Sn)XJ°(UxF, Sn) consisting of all elements of the form ((u, f, s),
(u, /', s)\

As easy calculation shows, the transversality in the conditions (1) or (2)
means the disjointness of jJtiUxF) from Σ or jok(UxF)Xjok(UxF) from 2\.
Now, the desired embedding is obtained by defining h=h0 on π~1(A) and
h=ψ-1°(hxk)oφ on π'\V) with (hxk){u, f)=(h(u), k(u, /)). This completes
the proof of Lemma 1.

We introduce the following two conditions for convenience.

DEFINITION 8. Let X, Y and Z be strata with X>Y>Z, ξr a vector field
on Tzr\Y and ξx a vector field on Tzf\X. We say that ξx and ξγ are πγ,x-
related or ξx is πγ, ^-related to ξγ if (πγ,χ)*ξx=ξγ.

Now, let Tx(t) denote the subset px\t) of Tx. Let X, Y and Z be strata
with X>Y>Z, ξ a vector field on Tzf\X and {σj one parameter family of
local transformations defined by ξ. Suppose that for each point x in TZΓ\X
there is a point x0 in Tz(l)r\X and a real number t with ^(^0)=^-

DEFINITION 9. Under the above situation, a vector field η on Tzr\TYr\X
is said to be a sliding of a vector field τ?0 on T z ( l )n7YΠ^ along ξ if η(σt(x0))

for every xo^T^(l) and fe[0, T].

As J. Mather has shown in [2], we can choose, for a given abstract
stratified set, an equivalent abstract stratified set satisfying the following
condition A10 and All.
A10. If X and Y are strata and TY,XΦΦ, then Y<X.
All. If X and Y are strata and Txr\TγφΦ, then X<Y, Y<X, or X=Y.

LEMMA 2. Let {V, S, £1} be an abstract stratified set, satisfying A10 and
All. Then, there exists a family {σf} of one parameter families of local
transformations on Tx for each stratum X in S satisfying the following con-
ditions :
(1) σj is smooth on TYr\X for each X with X>Y.
(2) πχ*σf(x)=πΣ(x) for each x in Tx.
(3) px°(rf(x)=zpχ(x)—t for χ e T z and fe[0, 1) whenever both sides of this
equation are defined.
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(4) If X>Y, πx°σϊ(x)=σY(πx(x)) for each x in Txr\Tγ.
(5) If X>Y, pY° σf(x)=σγ(x) and σξ ° σf(x)=σf ° σj(x) for any x in TXΓ\TV.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that if the lemma is true for dim V^k,
then it is true for dim V=k + 1. So we assume that dim V=k + 1. Let {σf}
denote the one parameter family on Tzr\Vik^ for each Z in 7 ( f t ) satisfying the
conditions (1)~(5). Here F α ) denotes the union of all strata F of V with
dim YSk. Let ηZίY be the vector field on TZΓ\Y which define {σf} on Tzr\Y.
Let X be an stratum in S with dimX=£ + l and Sx the set of all strata Y
with Y<X. We define a smooth vector field ^ F ) X on TYΓ\X for each F e £ x

satisfying the following conditions:
(a) Ύ]Y,X is tangential to the fibre of the projection πYίX.
(b) ργ°σj(x)=pγ(x)-t for each x in 7 > n ^ and fe[0, 1).
(c) If Z<Y<X, ηZtX and ηz,γ are 7rr,^-related on Tzc\TYr\X.
(d) If Z < F < Z , ηYίX is a sliding of ηY,x\Tz{Y)Γ\TYr\X along ^ Z ( X restricted
on TZΓ\TYΓΛX.

Let <SX be {F1; Y2, •••, FJ where the suffixes are chosen such that ι<j if
dim Fί<dim F,. For an element x in TYlΓ\X, S(x) denotes the set of strata
Y in Sx such that x^Tγ. Let (c)z>F denote the condition (c) for the triple
Z<Y<X.

Now, we assign for each x^Xr\TYl a neighbourhood U(x) on which a
vector field satisfying the conditions (a), (c) and (d) can be constructed. If
£(*)={ Fi}, there is a neighbourhood U(x) such that S(y)=S(x) for each
j/e[/(jc). We construct, in this case, a vector field satisfying the condition (a)
on U(x). If S(x)Φ{Yi}, then there exists Ym^S(x) to which each stratum in
S(x) is incident. Then we assign a neighbourhood U(x) such that S(y)=S(x)
for each y^U(x) and construct a vector field on U(x) satisfying conditions (a)
and (c)F l,F m. Let {Uλ] be a locally finite refinement of the covering {U(x)}.
We construct ηYl,x satisfying the conditions (a), (c) and (d) by means of a
partition of unity associated to {£7̂ } and a certain normalization such that
VYVX satisfies the condition (b). Now we assume that f}γrx is defined for
each Yj with j<p. Now we assign for each x<=Xr\TYp a neighbourhood on
which a vector field satisfying the conditions (a), (c) and (d) can be constructed.
Let A be the set of those points x^Xr\TYp such that Yv is incident to each
stratum in S{x). We assign U(x) for each x^Λ such that S(y) is equal to
S(x) for each point y in U(x) and construct a vector field on U(x) satisfying
(a) and (c)Yp>Ym. Here Ym denote the stratum in S(x) to which each stratum
in S(x) is incident. If S(x) contains a stratum which is incident to Yp, we
put B the set of points *e7Y t i(l)r\ - Γ\TYιμ)r\TYpr\TYjir\ ••• nTYjm with

S(x)={Yιlf •" , Ylr, Yp, Y3V •••, YJm}. For each point x^B, we choose a
neighbourhood V(x) in TYli(l)n •- nTYlr(l)r\TYjir\- Γ\TYjm such that each

point y in V(x) satisfies the condition A9 and S(y)=S(x) and construct a
vector field ηx on V(x) satisfying (a) and (c) γ Ym. We slide each ηx along
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τ)γlr,x> "' > VYI2-X a n ( i yγtl.x successively. Let V*(x) be the open set of all the

elements of the form σ^1' ° ••• °σt/ (y) with y^V(x). We extend ηx over
V*(x). It is clear that the family {U(x)\ x^A}^J{V\x)\x^B} is an open
covering of Tγvr\X. Let {Uλ} be a locally finite refinement of this covering.
We construct rjYp,χ by means of a partition of unity associated to {Uλ} and
a certain normalization such that rjYptX satisfies (a)~(d). The required one
parameter family {σf} on TYr\X is generated by Ύ]Y,X for each X^S and
Y^SX. By the construction, {σf} satisfies the conditions (1)~(5). This com-
pletes the proof of the lemma.

§ 3. The proof of the theorem.

Let {V, S, £Γ} be an n-dimensional stratified set satisfying A10 and All.
Let F α ) denote the union of all strata X in S with dimX^&. Then, there is
the number k0 such that F α o ) is the disjoint union of manifolds. Let F α o ) be
an embedding of F c * 0 ) into RN, S(F^k^)={F^k^(X): I c 7 α o ) } and m the closed
tubular neighbourhood system {(N(X), px, τx): I C F α o ) } for £(F α o ) ) in RN.
We assume that there is a stratified realization F α ) of Vα ) into RN and that
S(Fc!o)={FckKX): I c F α ) } . Let m be the closed tubular neighbourhood
system {(N(X), pΣ, τx): XdV^} for S(F^) in RN. As shown by Lemma 2,
there exists a family of one parameter families of local transformations
W?}x<=s for {V, S, 2*} and there exists a family of one parameter families of
local transformations {βf}XζΞs for {F<k\Va>), cS(Fα)), m}. Let X be a stratum
in S with dimZ=£ + l. Now we show that there exists an embedding iv of
TYr\X into ΛΓ(F) for each Y^SX, satisfying the following conditions:
(1) If Z< Y, then FZ=FY on TzΓ\TYrλX.

(2) pγoFr=F<k>oπγ.

(3) pγ{x)=τγ°Fγ(x) for each x in T F π ^ We denote the elements of Sx by
Zlt Z2, ••-, Zq where we have i<j whenever ZX<ZΓ Now we construct the
embedding Fz% of TZir\X to NZχ successively. A sequence (Ylt •••, YL) of
elements in Sx is said to be a chain of the length / if Yλ<Y2< ••• <Yt. For
a chain C = : ( F 1 , •••, Yt), we apply Lemma 1 to the bundle πYl: T F l ( l ) π •••

• r\TYιll)rλX to obtain the embedding FC

CΌ of
into NYl(ΐ)r\ ••• nNYι(ϊ). We can extend / v c υ to the

embedding Fc of T F l n - Γ\TYIΓΛX by ^ ( σ g 1 - σ f C x ) ) - ^ 1 ••• βKFc™W). We
define F Z l on TZlr\TYln ••• r\Tγhr\X by i ^ for every C = ( Z 2 , Fj, •••, Yk) with
the maximum length. Now we define FZl on TZιr\TYlc\ ••• Π ^ r ι _ 1

Γ\TYkr\X. We apply Lemma 1 to the bundle πZl: TZl(l)r\TYl(l)r\

extend the embedding FZl on the union of TZl(l)r\TYl(ϊ)r\ •*•
r\TYh(χ)r\X with r t . 1 < r < r » + 1 to T ^ i j π

Then we define FZl on TZlr\TYιr\
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Tγι+1Γ\ •" Γ\TYkr\X by means of the same procedure as in the extension of
Fc

a:> to Fc. In this way, we can extend FZχ step by step to reach finally the
whole domain TZχr\X. Next we define FZr We define FZz on TZlr\TZ2r\X
by FZl. Let (Z2, Ylf •••, Ym) be a chain with the maximum length beginning
with Z2. We define FZ2 on TZ2r\TYlr\ ••• r\TγmΓ\X by applying Lemma 1 to
the bundle πZ2: T , 2 ( l ) n T 7 l ( l ) n - r\TγJl)nX->ZΛr\TYlQ)r\ - π T F m ( l ) n ^ to
extend F^ 2 on TZlr\TZ2(l)r\ ••• Π ^ and by means of σt and βt. The extension
of F^2 to whole TZ2Γ\X can be otained by the same procedure as in the case
of FZχ. Similarly we can define the embedding FZχ of TZir\X. This com-
pletes the proof of the existence of {Fγ}YξΞSχ and it is obvious by the con-
struction that Fγ satisfies the conditions (1)~(3). We define the stratified
realization F by F | V P ( * ) =F ( * ) and F=FY on Tγ for each YZΞSX with dim X
= k+l. Let X denote the closure of the difference X—VJ{TY: Y^SX}. The
set X is a cornered manifold in the sense of J. Cerf ([5]). As shown in [5],
we can extend F to whole X and we can choose the closed tubular neighbour-
hood N(X) of F(X) in RN with the projection px and the tubular function τx.

Now, we show that the image of the stratified realization satisfies the
Whitney condition.

For any strata X and Y with X> Y and each point y in Y, by the definition
of the tubular neighbourhood and the construction of the realization F, there
exists a diffeomorphism h from a neighbourhood U of F(y) in RN to RN such
that h(F(X)r\U) = h(U)xRN~ci and h(F(Y)r\U)=h(U)xRN-c* where c^codim
X and c2=codim K Since the pair (RN~Cl, RN~cz) with Ci<c2 obviously satis-
fies the Whitney condition, the pair (X, Y) also satisfies the same condition.

This completes the proof of the first part of the realization theorem. The
remaining part of the theorem can be proved similarly.
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